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The laser eptogalvanic (LOG) spectrum of the <0.!3) bands sf the J3 ‘II - X 3A Wxnsition of tztaniurr. oxrdc fl10) has 

been observed. The TiO molecules were gcncrated m a giow dtschargc by sputtering titanium metal and TiOz from the 
inner sur~aa: or a hollow othode. Possible mechanisms for the molecular LOG effect are discussed 

The laser optogalvanic (LOG) effect has found 
numerous applications in gas-phase spectroscopy 
since the fast experiments by Green and co-workers 
were reported in 1976 [I]. The LOG phenomenon 
is the change which is produced in the conductivity 
of a flame or discharge when radiation from a tunable 
laser causes a constituent species to undergo transi- 
tions to higher-lying electronic or vibrational states. 
The spectrum which is recorded is the change III the 
conductivity of the medium as a function of the 
wavelength of the incident radiation_ One of the most 
exciting and useful features of LOG spectroscopy is 
its ability to detect transitions in species such as 
neutral and charged radicals which are difficult to ob- 
serve by other methods. The LOG technique also 
makes it possible to detect transitions which origmate 
from highly excited energy states which are frequent- 
ly not populated in emission, absorption, or laser-in- 
duced fluorescence studies_ This is due in part to the 
fact that the sources employed for LOG expenments 
- flames and electrical discharges - are character- 
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rzed by a lqh degree of electronic excitation of neu- 

tral and ionic species. As the present study will illus- 
trate shortly, LOG spectroscopy therefore offers the 
powerful ability to simphfy an emission or absorp- 
tion spectrum by selectively favoring some transitions 
over others. 

Although the first LOG studies were confined to 
atomic spectroscopy, a number of molecular spectra 
in both the visible and infrared have been reported 
recently [2--51. The purpose of the present research 
was to detect optogalvanic signals from transition 
metal diatomic molecules generated m situ in non- 
flame media. We were successful in obtaining LOG 
spectra of the (0,O) bands of the B 311 + X 36 tran- 
sition of trtamum oxide (TiO). The TiO molecules 
were generated in a glow discharge by sputtering 
titanium metal and TiOZ from the inner surface of a 
hollow cathode composed of a lughly compressed 
mixture of these two substances. Argon was used as 
the ~~~ch~ge-suppo~mg gas and sputtering agent. 

2. Experimental 

The experimental arrangement is shown in fig. 1. 
The incident laser beam is directed along the axis of 
the hollow cathode, thereby covering the front sur- 
face of the anode (see fig. 3 below). The laser dye 
used was rhodamine 6G in &O/4% amonyx-LO 
solvent. The radiation frost passes through a Coming 
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Fig. 2. Construction of the hollow cathode. 
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CS O-51 filter, wluch cuts off sharply below 400 nm. 

The dotted lines in fig. 1 represent r-f-shielded enclo- 

sures_ (The 60 R load resistor and the ampIifier were 

later replaced by a 4500 SZ, 480 W load resistor.) The 

protective netwprks (VI, D,, Dz) and (V,, D,, D4) 

were added to the circuit to shield the amplifier and 

the boxcar averagcr, respectively, from hazardous cur- 
rent transients which occasionally arise from the dis- 

charge cell. 

the hollow cathode and along its axis. A fused silica 

discharge slueld covers all but the front 4 mm of the 

cathode_ 

The construction of the hollow cathode is illustrated 

in fig 2. A mixture of TiOZ and Ti (325 mesh, source: 
Alfa Division, Ventron Corp.) in the molar ratio of 
O-34/1 00 was compressed :o 1500 psi in a steel cylin- 

der_ After Z-E! days at this pressure, the cylinder was 

slowly rased to 9OO’C and was maintmed at this 
temperature for 24 h. Upon cooling, the cylinder was 

machined to form the ftihed hollow cathode. All 

surfaces were highly polished in order to prevent spu- 

rious arcing_ 

Argon is continuously flowed through the cell at a 

pressure of ==0_5 TOIT: Argon ions sputter TiO, and 

Ti from the inner surface of the cathode, and the en- 

suing reaction forms TiO. It is well known that sput- 

tering efficiency increases with decreasing pressure of 

the sputtering gas, but it was found that the discharge 

would cftcn become noisy or extmguish itself if the 

argon pressure were much lower than 0.5 Torr. Sput- 
tering efficiency also increases with atomic weight of 
the sputtering gas; hence argon was used in lieu of 

hehum or neon. In fact, no optoga!vanic igIL& from 

TiO were observed when helium was substituted for 
argon A torus of bright redarange TiO emission of 

~1 mm thickness was observed on the inner surface 

of the cathode _ Further towards the axis only the blue 
glow of argon could be seen. 

Fig. 3 is a diagram of the glow discharge cell As a preliminary to the LOG experiments, emission 

assembly. The hollow cathode is connected to the neg- spectra of the discharge were photographed using a 

ative high-voltage terminal of the power supply via 15 m grating spectrograph with a resolving power of 

the stamless steel tube. The cathode is insulated from 35000 in the first order. Kodak 103 a-F film was used, 

the stainless steel anode rod by an aluminum oxide with a slit width of 10 pm and exposure times of 4-6 

tube. As IS seen from the diagram, the anode is inside min. Spectra were photographed using discharge cur- 
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Fig. 3. Glow discharge cell assembly. 
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rests of 50-100 mA and argon pressures of OS-O.8 
Torr. Every spectrum showed strong TiO emission 
from the three allowed components of the B3ll+ 
X3h system, which extends from ~614 to ~628 nm 
[6-91. Because the TiO features were present to such 
a pronounced degree in all of the emrssion spectra, it 
was decided to restrict the discharge currents for the 
LOG experiments to 60-90 mA. It was observed that 
a cathode had to be run for at least two hours in the 

discharge before TiO emission began to appear. 

3. Wavelength calibration 

In order to calibrate molecular LOG spectra for 
wavelength, advantage was taken OF the fact that each 
molecular spectrum included an LOG spectrum of 
argon, smce the latter was the discharge-supporting 
gas The argon transitions wereidentified by recording 
simultaneous LOG spectra of argon and neon. This 
was accomplished by using a beam splitter to direct a 
fractron of the laser beam into a commercial Ne/Fe 
hollow cathode lamp. Since the optogalvanic spectrum 
of neon in the rhodamine 6G wavelength region is 
well known (refs. [lo-l 41 and present work), the 
argon transitions could be easily matched with their 
optical counterparts [15]. (There were, in fact, no 

LOG argon transitions which did not correspond to 
the transitrons in ref [ 151.) A molecular spectrum 
was then calibrated for wavelength by fitting the fre- 
quencres of its argon transitions to a second-degree 
polynomial with respect to their positions on the chart 
recording. 

4. Results and discussion 

Fig_ 4 shows LOG spectra of the B-X system of 
TrO recorded usmg two drfferent Tr/TrO, hollow 
cathodes. Above them is a low-resolution emission 
spectrum of TiO [6], and at the bottom is an optogal- 
vamic spectrum of argon taken using a freshly made 
hollow cathode from wl-uch TiO emission had not yet 
appeared_ What is plotted in the LOG spectra is the 
potential difference across the load resrstor, R2, as a 
fun&on of the wavelength of the incident laser light_ 
The argon spectrum clearly exhibits no features at the 
wavelengths of the TrO band heads other than the ex- 
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Fig- 4. (a) Low-resolution emission spectrum of TiO, T = 
2lOO’C [6]- (b,c) LOG spectra of TiO taken using two &f- 
ferent Ti/TiO, hollow cathodes. cd) LOG spectrum of argon 
taken using a freshly made Ti/TiOZ hollow cathode from 
which no TIO emission was observed on the photographic Tim. 

petted Ar I transitions [ 151. The individual “lines” 
observed in the TiO spectra are red-degraded due to 
the nature of the molecular band profiles and not to a 
time constant effect during the recording. 

All of the LOG transitions in fig. 4 correspond to 
negative changes in voltage across R2_ It is therefore 
apparent from fig. 1 that the laser-induced transitions 
between energy states of both TiO and argon produce 
an mcrease in the conductivity of the medium, i.e. an 
increase in the current through the dtscharge cell The 
most likely mechanism for the TiO transitions is de- 
excitatron of the TiO(l3 311) by superelastic collisrons 
with slow electrons in the hollow cathode [3]: 

e- (slow) + TrO@ 3ll) + e- (fast) + TiO(X 3A). 
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Another possible mechanism, laser-enhanced iomza- 

tion, is certainly important in the case of the argon 

transitions, which depend strongly upon the exis- 
tence of high-lying metastable states of Ar I [ 13,14, 

161 Enhanced ionization is not in this case, how- 

ever, expected to contribute sigmficantly to the 
production of f& electrons following laser excita- 

tion of the TiO molecules_ We know that for TiO, 
the energy difference between the B 311 and X 3A 

states is e eV. On the other hand, the ionization 

potential of TiO IS ~5.5 eV [17]. Therefore, we do 

not expect much of an increase in the rate of ioniza- 

tion of the TiO molecules to follow laser excitation 

to the B 311 state. 

Although the (0,O) bands of the B-X system of 

TiO are observed in both the emission and the LOG 
spectra, the present example clearly illustrates the 

power of LOG spectroscopy to selectively favor 

certam transitions. Of the three principal sub-bands 

of the B-X system, that of lowest energy, 3110 + 

3Al, is the least intense in both. the emission and the 
LOG spectra. It is relahvely weaker in the latter, how- 

ever, since the hollow cathode discharge strongly 

disfavors the population of the 3A1 substrate. It is 

also of interest to note that tht sub-band of interme- 

diate energy, 3111 + 3A2, Ls relatively less intense in 

fig. 4b than in fig. 4c. The difference is not extreme 

and can most likely be attributed to the difficulty of 
precisely reproducing the conditions of a hollow 

cathode bscharge of the present type. One can also 
see that the R2(l, 1) transition is more prominent in 

the LOG spectra than in the emission spectrum. On 
the basis of the preceding discussion it is anticipated 

that future LOG studies will succeed in observing 
molecular energy states which have heretofore es- 

caped detection. 
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